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Introduction

I

have always been intrigued, haunted, and challenged by a
passage in St. Mark’s Gospel where, following a dispute
between some Sadducees and Jesus, a scribe approaches Jesus
and cuts to the heart of the matter. Teacher, he asks, “which
commandment is the first of all?” By what law, he seems to
ask, should I order my heart, my mind, my being, my doing?
What truth is deserving enough and compelling enough for
the right ordering of my life?
Jesus replies, “The first is, ‘Hear O Israel: the Lord our
God, the Lord is one; you shall love the Lord your God with
all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind,
and with all your strength.’”
And for Jesus, that one great commandment could never
be enough. As within the perfect communion of the Holy
Trinity, so within the communion of human relationships.
Jesus continues: “The second is this, ‘You shall love your
neighbor as yourself.’”
The scribe reflects on these words and speaks them back,
disciple to Teacher. And we read, “When Jesus saw that he
answered wisely, he said to him, ‘You are not far from the
kingdom of God’” (see Mark 12:28-34).
I am intrigued, haunted, challenged, because at the core
of my being I know that Jesus’ teaching is true.
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I am haunted, because Jesus spells out so clearly the very
simple, yet high-threshold way of life I must live when I say
that I am his. And I know that I sorely miss the mark. And I
am challenged by the searingly accurate judgment, delivered
with such compassion and encouragement: You are not far from
the kingdom of God.
I don’t want to be “not far” from the kingdom of God. I
don’t even want to be near the kingdom of God. I want to
make my home in the kingdom of God and live every aspect
of my life inside the reign of God.
The “kingdom” of God offers the secure consolation of
place. But the reign of God is more verb than noun. The reign
of God offers me the invitation and the challenge of participating in a radically new way of being, a new way of relating
to self, to others, and to all of creation. The reign of God is
alive, active like yeast, shedding light like a bright lamp,
attentive as a bridesmaid, persistent as someone searching for
a lost treasure. The reign of God is just and merciful like the
foreigner who stops to help; brimming over with forgiveness
like the father of a runaway son.
I want to carry the reign of God within me, alive in the
innermost aspect of every cell and fiber of my being.
The truth is, most stories of my life are more about
touching the reign of God than carrying it deeply within my
flesh, my understanding, my attitude. And even the moments
of touching the reign of God come not through my willing
or my doing, but through God’s grace and mercy and endless
offers of a second try.
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I yearn to do better than merely touch the reign of God.
In a few privileged moments of prayer I believe I have
glimpsed the reign of God revealed, as Jesus so ardently
prayed on the night before he died. More often, I find myself
merely touching the fringe of the garment of God’s mercy,
love, and peace.
Touching the Reign of God is one person’s reflection on
God’s grace at work in life experience. My being, my doing, and
my reflecting on my experience: Every one of these elements in
the life of mature Christian faith is integral to the reign of
God which I, like you, have been uniquely gifted and sent to
reveal.
The reflections offered here present one person’s imperfect
but steadfast attempts to link a Christian way of being and a
Christian way of doing with a Christ-mindful reflection on
experience, in order to reveal the good news of salvation yet
one more time. Like the young and pregnant Mary, my whole
being is compelled to proclaim the greatness of the Lord.
These reflections reveal the ongoing search for God’s
fingerprints on one person’s lived experience, an honest
search full of wrestling and hopefulness for the grace embedded
in human experience, measured to the words of Scripture.
The Christian community lives an incarnational life,
divinity enfleshed within humanity. The wisdom we gain
from reflecting upon our life experiences affirms again and
again that the reign of God does not just appear; it comes
about in very particular ways: The blind see, the lame leap;
those in bondage are set free. Less dramatically in our day-to-day
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experience, the hungry are fed, the naked are clothed, the
homeless are sheltered, those sick or imprisoned are visited
and encouraged, and the thirsty are given refreshment in
Jesus’ name.
As proclaimers of the living Gospel we will witness the
unfolding and outspreading of the reign of God, as people in
their particular poverties receive from us—anointed to
humbly stand in Jesus’ place—those things that they need to
be healed and restored here and now. Our living and proclaiming the Gospel is not general but particular, enfleshed
and incarnational, because the people whose lives we touch
are particular, enfleshed, incarnate, and precious in the eyes
of God.
Being, doing, reflecting on God’s work in our lives is not
some esoteric process available to the specially trained few. It
is a disciplined activity with a name—theological reflection,
an activity that is directed and rendered fruitful by the Holy
Spirit within every baptized person. Being, doing, and reflecting
on God’s work in our lives is a “disciplined” activity because
it effectively forms us as disciples of the Lord. As we adhere
to this work of being, doing, and reflecting on God’s work in
our lives we will begin to actually look different, because we
will begin to participate more deeply, more truly, more faithfully
in our life in Christ—the only authentic life we have.
Study questions for personal or group reflection, offered
at the end of each essay, provide direct entry into the process
of theological reflection. Use these questions creatively to
awaken your imagination, to call forth hidden insight, and to

discern God’s direction for your life.
Wondrously, as we adhere together to this work of being,
doing, and reflecting on God’s work in our lives, our world
will begin to look different; those whose lives we touch will
begin to look different. We can count on this, because it is the
work of the Holy Spirit in the body of Christ, the reign of
God breaking through everywhere.
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